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Applied Sciences has achieved a major milestone this year: it is the 10th anniversary of
the journal. To celebrate the occasion, this Special Issue of the Civil Engineering section
is being published, featuring leading authors in Civil Engineering. It features advances
in diverse areas of this field, reflecting the breadth of Civil Engineering. Authors who are
well-known experts in their fields of study have published contributions in Structures,
Geotechnics, Transportation and in the cross-cutting topic of Optimization.

There are a number of papers on Structural issues, with applications to both bridges
and buildings. Pancella and Luongo [1] consider an analysis issue for box girder bridges.
Highly sophisticated analysis models are widely available but their use sometimes distracts
the user from the underlying bridge behavior—its response to load. It is very welcome
to have a paper addressing such a fundamental analysis issue as the nature of the tor-
sional/distortional behavior of this bridge form. As box girders become larger and more
slender, distortion is likely to become more significant and it is good to have simple models
that can provide designers with insights into its significance. Iqbal et al. [2] also make a
contribution to the Bridge Engineering literature, this time on the issue of fatigue. Hot-spot
stresses are a particular analytical challenge and are a design issue for orthotropic bridge
decks. Iqbal et al. present a guideline for the calculation of these stresses, which can be
used to better evaluate the fatigue life of these all-important details. They suggest that
shell elements produce more consistent hot-spot stress results than solid elements for stress
at two important locations: at the rib toe and the highly non-linear deck toe.

The contribution of Zhao et al. [3] also relates to bridges but is on the subject of
health monitoring, as opposed to design. One of the greatest challenges in bridge health
monitoring is the variability of the applied traffic load. It is difficult to interpret data when
they include the responses to vehicles with very different weights and numbers of axles.
Zhao et al. address the challenges of axle detection—finding the number of vehicle axles,
where they are on the bridge and tracking their locations during the vehicle crossing event.
The technique has the potential to greatly enhance bridge health monitoring by allowing
measured responses to be broken down into equivalent single-axle responses, thereby
facilitating the integration of data from a variety of different vehicles.

Buildings are the subject of two Structures papers. Scaramozzino et al. [4] review
recent trends in tall building design towards diagrid structures. Simplified methodologies
for preliminary analysis and design are reported, as well as the issue of using the pattern
to optimize the structural response. Complicating issues are also addressed, including
local deformability, stability and shear-lag. This seems to be an active area of develop-
ment, with mention of twisted, tapered, tilted and freeform diagrid towers and hexagrids.
Sciomenta et al. [5] consider the responses of much smaller, timber blockhaus structures to
earthquake loading. With increasing emphasis being placed on renewable materials, timber
seems likely to be the focus of increasing interest in construction. Blockhaus structures
have particular potential but there are also challenges due to their intrinsic geometrical and
mechanical features, such as stacking of logs and door/window openings. Sciomenta et al.
propose a simplified method of analysis to assess their resistance to earthquake loading and
validate the results through comparison with more sophisticated finite element analyses.
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Three papers relate to transportation infrastructure. Kaewunruen et al. [6] investigate
the environmental implications of a high-speed railway tunnel in China. They find that
the materials used during construction account for over 97% of the CO2 emissions of the
life-cycle. Further, construction consumes over 44% of the life-cycle energy, with main-
tenance processes accounting for most of the rest. Stawska et al. [7] review the accuracy
of truck weighing techniques, both static and weigh-in-motion (WIM). Vehicle weight
data are widely used for the design of pavements and for the assessment of bridge safety.
Stawska et al. analyze data that have been weighed using four different technologies:
weigh station, portable scales, bridge WIM and pavement (strip sensor) WIM. The con-
clusion is that all four systems produce results within the required and expected accuracy.
Hajializadeh et al. [8] report on a study where the bridge WIM concept was extended to the
problem of weighing trains. Four trains were statically weighed to test the results. It was
found that, unlike trucks, the train speed cannot be assumed to remain constant during
the bridge crossing event. When the system was corrected to allow for variable speed, the
accuracy was found to be very good.

Two papers consider the topic of multi-objective decision support methods. Bruen [9]
reviews the literature to determine what approaches are used for Civil Engineering appli-
cations. He concludes that, while many methods are available, a small number dominate
usage in issues relating to sustainability, environment, risk, safety and project management.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process seems to be particularly popular. When he widened his
search to other topics, such as bridge design and transportation, the results were quite dif-
ferent, with a more complete range of supporting software available. Stipanovic et al. [10]
consider the application of one of these methods of multi-objective decision-making to a
railway network maintenance problem. In the context of slope stability, they propose an
optimal approach to management, considering the competing objectives of user cost (asset
availability), asset owner cost and structural reliability. Multi-attribute utility theory is
used to balance the priorities of the competing objectives in a harmonious way, giving a
holistic means of ranking assets and ultimately prioritizing maintenance activities.

It can be seen that this special anniversary issue covers a very wide range of topics. In
addition to traditional fields such as Structures and Geotechnics, Civil Engineers are often
concerned with ‘big picture’ issues such as environmental implications and sustainability.
They can also find themselves in unexpected fields, such as weighing trucks or trains,
which have implications for Civil Engineering infrastructure. This Special Issue reflects the
wide diversity in this branch of Engineering.
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